The aim of the CLIC Test Facility CTF3 at CERN is to demonstrate the feasibility of key points of the Two-Beam Acceleration based Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) study. In particular, it addresses the efficient generation of a drive beam with the appropriate time structure of the electron bunches in order to produce high power RF pulses at a frequency of 30 GHz. This time structure requires a high bunch repetition frequency. It is obtained by successive injections of bunch trains into an isochronous ring using transversely deflecting RF structures. The major goal of the now completed first phase of CTF3 was to achieve the bunch train combination at low charge. In this paper, we give a description of the project and summarize the experimental results, with a focus on the successful bunch frequency multiplication for various factors up to five.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) study [1] aims at a multi-TeV (0.5 -5 TeV centre-of-mass energy), high-luminosity (2 -8 ¡ 10 34 cm ¢ 2 s ¢ 1 ) electron-positron collider for particle physics. The CLIC scheme is based on a Two-Beam Acceleration concept where a high-frequency (30 GHz) highgradient (150 MV/m) linear accelerator is powered by a lowenergy (2.1 GeV), high-intensity drive beam running parallel to the main beam.
One major challenge of the CLIC Two-Beam Acceleration scheme is the generation of the drive beam electron pulses with the required high-current (150 A) and high-frequency bunch structure needed for 30 GHz RF power production. The required drive beam cannot be obtained directly from an electron source with present technology, in particular in terms of bunch repetition frequency and beam pulse length. Furthermore, a highly efficient drive beam acceleration is required. Therefore, a long electron pulse is accelerated by lowfrequency (937 MHz), normal conducting travelling-wave cavities, working with strong beam-loading. The structures are relatively short to minimize RF losses in the copper. Due to the strong beam-loading, 97% of the power is given to the electron beam, with virtually no power sent to RF loads. The long drive beam pulse is then subdivided into sub-pulses by means of transverse RF deflectors, working at half the bunch repetition frequency. The sub-pulses are then recombined in stages, multiplying the current and the bunch frequency at the same time. The main manipulation for bunch frequency multiplication consists of sending the beam through an isochronous combiner ring using RF deflectors to inject and combine the electron bunch trains.
The aim of the CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3) project is to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the key concepts of CLIC. CTF3 is scaled down from CLIC, working at a frequency of 3 GHz with lower beam current (35 A) and at lower £ Electronic address: Frank.Tecker@cern.ch energy (180 MeV). CTF3 will also provide a 30 GHz RF source with the CLIC nominal peak power and pulse length for component tests. It is being built in stages over several years from 2001 to 2007.
A low current test of the bunch train combination was performed during 2001/02 in the first phase of CTF3 (so-called Preliminary Phase) where the injection by RF deflectors into an isochronous ring and the multiplication of the bunch repetition frequency were demonstrated with short pulses. This paper describes the Preliminary Phase of CTF3 and presents the results of the experiments that were performed.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CTF3 PRELIMINARY PHASE
The Preliminary Phase of CTF3 made maximum use of the existing hardware of the former LEP Pre-Injector (LPI) complex [2] at CERN, composed of a 3 GHz linear accelerator and an accumulator ring. The aim of the CTF3 Preliminary Phase was to accelerate several electron pulses in the linac and combine them in the ring using the injection scheme with RF deflectors described in detail later. Some major modifications had to be performed in order to adapt the former LPI installation to the requirements of CTF3. In particular, a new thermionic gun allowing multi-pulse operation was designed and built by LAL-Orsay [3] . A matching section was included at the end of the linac, and both the injection line and the ring were modified to be isochronous. Two RF deflectors were installed in the injection region of the ring. The general layout of the facility is shown in Fig. 1 and a more detailed description can be found in Ref. [4] . The modifications were performed between April and September 2001, after which the CTF3 Preliminary Phase was commissioned and operated between September 2001 and October 2002.
A. Layout and beam structure
The front-end of the linac consisted of a thermionic gun, a single-cell pre-buncher and a standing wave buncher structure. The thermionic gun operated at 90 kV and delivered a train of up to seven electron pulses with an adjustable length between 2 and 10 ns FWHM, with a repetition frequency up to 50 Hz. The pulses were spaced by 420 ns, corresponding to the revolution period in the ring, as needed for the bunch frequency multiplication process. The 3 GHz bunching system brought these pulses to an energy of about 5 MeV and subdivided them into bunches spaced by 333 ps. For the nominal pulse length of 6.6 ns FWHM, there were approximately 20 bunches per pulse with a charge per bunch of about 0.1 nC, corresponding to a current of 0.3 A. This charge was chosen in order to limit the beam-loading in the accelerating structures, which were re-used from LPI and not adapted to high-current operation.
The linac was made of eight 3 GHz travelling-wave accelerating structures, powered in groups of four by two 45 MW klystrons. The whole electron pulse train (2.5 µs) was accelerated within one klystron RF pulse of up to 4.5 µs, taking into account the filling time of the structures (1.5 µs). The design energy at the end of the linac was 350 MeV.
A matching section of five quadrupole magnets was located at the end of the linac to match the transverse Twiss parameters of the beam to the injection line optics. A spectrometer line was also located in the same area, in order to measure the energy and the energy spread.
The injection line linked the linac to the ring. The ring circumference C has to fulfil the condition
where N is the combination factor, β the relativistic beta β ¤ v¨c, λ 0 the RF wave length in the linac and in the deflectors, and n an integer. With a given ring circumference, the frequency can be slightly detuned in order to switch between different combination factors. The nominal RF frequency is 2.99855 GHz corresponding to a wavelength λ 0 ¤ 0© 099979 m.
A circumference C ¤ 125© 647 m was chosen, as this was the average length for combination factors three and five closest to the existing ring circumference (with n ¤ 1257 and a minus sign in Eq. 1). Thus, the existing accumulator ring had to be shortened by 17 mm by realigning the elements.
Synchrotron radiation ports were located next to three of the four bending magnets of one ring arc. At these different sources, the dispersion function ranges from zero to almost maximum value. The observation of the emitted light with a streak camera allowed a direct measurement of the time structure of the electron beam. This was the main instrument used for the demonstration of the bunch train combination process.
An extraction line was located at the opposite side of the injection region. A kicker magnet was used to deflect the beam into the extraction septum and send it into a beam dump.
B. Bunch train combination by RF deflectors
For the bunch train combination, the injection into the ring is performed using two horizontally deflecting RF structures. They are located in the ring with a horizontal betatron phase advance of π between them to create a time-dependent local closed bump of the reference orbit. The deflection varies rapidly with time, allowing the interleaving of the bunches in the ring. The combination is possible for various combination factors. CLIC is based on two stages with a factor four each, while CTF3 with nominal current has a factor five in the ring. For didactic reasons, the principle of the injection with RF deflectors is explained in the following for a frequency multiplication factor four and shown in Fig. 2. 1. The bunches of the incoming train always receive the maximum kick from the RF deflector and are deviated onto the closed orbit in the ring.
2. With the condition of Eq. 1 fulfilled (for the combination factor N ¤ 4), the bunches pass the deflectors after one turn at the zero-crossing of the RF field, and stay on the unperturbed closed orbit. The second train is injected into the ring. 3. After a second turn, the first-train bunches are kicked in the opposite direction and follow a closed bump between the deflectors, the second-train bunches arrive at the zero-crossing, and the third train is injected.
4.
After the third turn, the first-train bunches arrive again at the zero-crossing, the second-train bunches are kicked away from the septum, the third-train bunches are also at the zero-crossing and the fourth train is injected. The four trains are now combined in one single train and the initial bunch spacing is reduced by a factor four.
For combination factors other than four, the phase of the deflecting field at the passage of the bunches and hence the trajectories between the two RF deflectors change accordingly (see Fig. 3 for a combination factor five).
The RF deflectors are short resonant, travelling-wave, irisloaded structures with a negative group velocity. In order to obtain the nominal deflecting angle of 4.5 mrad for injection with a beam energy of 350 MeV/c, a power of about 7 MW is needed in each of the deflectors. They are powered by a common klystron with a phase shifter and a variable attenuator in one of the RF-network branches in order to allow relative phase and amplitude adjustments.
The first bunch train combination experiments were performed with already existing RF deflectors built by CERN. They were later replaced by newly designed structures, with a bigger iris aperture (43 mm instead of 23 mm). The latter were built by INFN-Frascati [5] and will be re-used in a later phase of CTF3.
As a consequence of the rapid change of the deflecting field inside the deflectors, not only the bunches on different turns experience different deflections but also the head and the tail of individual bunches are deflected more or less, as shown in Fig. 4 . This enlarges the transverse size of the circulating beam in the region between the two RF deflectors and represents the main contribution to the beam size at the septum location. Figure 5 shows the envelope of Gaussian bunches in the injection region. To limit the transverse extension, the bunches have to be kept short in length, and simulations have shown that about 6.5 ps rms is the maximum acceptable length for a combination factor of five.
C. Beam optics and simulations
The constraint on the bunch length has major implications on the beam optics in different parts of the CTF3 complex. In particular, this imposes that both injection line and combiner ring have to be isochronous, which implied several changes of the former LPI hardware. A complete description of the beam dynamics in the CTF3 Preliminary Phase can be found in Ref. [6] .
Linac
The former LPI linac had been shortened. A matching section and a spectrometer line had been installed at the end of the linac. A redesign of the optics was carried out using the MAD program [7] without changing the existing quadrupole locations. Nevertheless, a few quadrupoles were powered independently in order to provide flexibility. The matching section was made of five quadrupoles in order to adapt the Twiss parameters to the optics of the injection line. Figure 6 shows the optics along the linac.
Transfer Line
The transfer line contained both horizontal and vertical bending magnets, allowing injection from the inside of the ring. It had to be achromatic to first order to fulfil the dispersion matching in both planes (D x This implies that R 56 0 to keep the bunches short for the combination process. Furthermore, the horizontal and vertical β -functions must be kept reasonably small, while allowing for matching at both ends. The solution found for the linear optics is shown in Fig. 7 . Even though first order isochronicity is very small, a second order effect remains. However, simulations have shown that this effect is small and does not lead to a significant bunch lengthening in the line.
Combiner Ring
The optics of the combiner ring must also be isochronous to preserve the bunch length and spacing over up to five revolutions of the bunches for the combination. This means that the momentum compaction factor α c must be zero. Simulations have shown that the condition α c 10 4 was sufficient in practice. In addition, the optics was designed to have D x 0 in the injection region and small β -functions at the location of the RF deflectors in order to have a small beam size there. Some quadrupole families had to be decoupled and four quadrupoles were physically moved. One sextupole family was split in two to allow path length control up to second order for off-momentum particles. Tracking studies with this configuration have shown that the non-linear effects are small and do not lead to any significant bunch lengthening. The corresponding optics is shown in Fig. 8 . In addition to the isochronous optics (α c 0), another non-isochronous optics with α c 0 034 has been designed. This optics allowed the RF system to keep a stored beam circulating in the ring for diagnostics purposes, like closed orbit or tune measurements.
The injection using the RF deflectors had been modelled with MAD, where the RF deflector is described as a thin element with transfer matrix elements up to second order [8] . A particle distribution with realistic properties (transverse normalized rms emittance of 15 π mm mrad, rms bunch length of 3 ps, relative energy spread of 0.2% rms) had been tracked to simulate the combination process for a combination factor five in the ring. Figure 9 shows the particle distribution after five turns at the extraction point. The energy spread induced by the RF curvature in the linac leads to a variation of the deflection kick and results in an effective emittance blow-up in the horizontal plane. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 10 which shows the phase space after five turns at the extraction point in comparison to an ideal injection. Nevertheless, the statistical calculation of the emittance indicates a growth by 40%, which is still acceptable for the demonstration of the bunch train combination.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Commissioning with beam and measurements
The linac and the combiner ring were commissioned in 2001 [9] . The RF deflectors were installed in the beginning of 2002. Several measurements were performed in order to prepare the bunch train combination [10] . The energy was measured after the bunching system and at the end of the linac. The beam optics was measured in the linac and found in good agreement with the design. The dispersion of the injection line was determined and optimized empirically to render the line isochronous. The betatron tunes of the ring were determined for different operating conditions and were in excellent agreement with the MAD machine model. The dispersion of the
FIG. 10: Horizontal phase space at the extraction point after five turns. The left plot corresponds to the case of a perfectly uniform kick at injection, the right plot is obtained when using RF deflectors for a bunch combination factor of five.
ring was measured for a non-isochronous optics and showed to be very close to the model.
Beam energy measurements
During the CTF3 operation, two series of energy measurements were performed, one at the exit of the bunching system and one at the end of the linac.
At the exit of the bunching system, the energy was measured by changing the current in two steering coils, and by recording the data from a beam position monitor (BPM) downstream. This lead to a measured momentum of about 6.5 MeV/c at the buncher exit.
At the end of the linac, the beam energy was measured with different methods. It was derived from the measured RF power feeding the accelerating structures, it was directly measured in the spectrometer line in the matching section, and using the injection line as a spectrometer. Some discrepancy between these three methods was found but not investigated in detail since the precise knowledge of the energy is not crucial for the bunch train combination. The linac was operated at an energy slightly lower than nominal as this turned out to be more stable. An energy of 332 MeV (with about 1% uncertainty) was used during operation and for the subsequent calculations.
Transverse beam dynamics
Wire Beam Scanners (WBS) were widely used to measure the Twiss parameters in the linac. For this purpose, the current in a linac quadrupole was varied while observing beam transverse profile in a downstream WBS. The rms beam size was computed from the transverse profiles, and the Twiss parameters were derived from the data.
In general, scans performed during the operation in 2002 [10] were very similar to the ones obtained in December 2001 [11] , which demonstrated the reproducibility of the machine. 6.6. TRANSVERSE OPTICS MEASUREMENTS Figure 6 .20: Comparison between the experimental and of the linac using initial transverse parameters derived fro linac. Two sets of quadrupole scans were performed at different locations in the linac. Using the MAD model of the linac, the measured Twiss parameters of the downstream scan were back-propagated to the quadrupole used for the first set of scans. The data fits well the results of the upstream scans (see Fig. 11 ), showing the validity of the MAD model that includes the acceleration.
The optics of the matching section was adapted according to the measured Twiss parameters in order to obtain the nominal Twiss values at the entrance of the injection line.
Dispersion measurements in the injection line
Dispersion measurements were performed in the injection line, in order to verify that the optics model corresponds to the measured dispersion pattern. For this measurement, three scintillator screens with their associated cameras, as well as two beam position monitors, were used. The currents in all magnetic elements were changed in order to simulate relative energy variations between -2.7% and +2.7%, while the corresponding beam positions were recorded in each diagnostic tool. Figure 12 shows a comparison between the dispersion curves given by the MAD model and the measured values.
In the horizontal plane, there is a very good agreement between the measured and simulated values of the dispersion at each measurement point. In the vertical plane, the agreement is also good, except for a discrepancy between the measured and expected values of the dispersion in the last scintillator screen. The measured values in both planes could be reproduced in the model by changing the gradient of one quadrupole, indicating a possible current calibration error. 
Measurements in the ring
Tune measurements in the combiner ring using two different methods were compared in various conditions. The first method uses the former standard LPI measurement system, which consisted of a pick-up electrode combined with a spectrum analyser. The other method is based on a Fourier Transform analysis (performed with a digital oscilloscope) of the horizontal and vertical signals of beam position monitors in the ring at injection. The Fourier Transform analysis has the advantage that it does not require stored beam in order to perform the tune measurement: it could thus be used with the isochronous configuration as well, contrary to the spectrum analyser system that could only be used with a stored beam due to its long integration time.
These two methods and the MAD model were crosschecked with a stored beam in the non-isochronous accumulation mode. The current settings of several quadrupole families were varied and the measured tune was compared to the model (see example in Fig. 13 ).
The agreement between the two measurement methods was very good, typically of the order of 0! 01 which coincides with the resolution of the Fourier method. Therefore, we validated this method and used it for further measurements with the isochronous optics. The MAD model also agreed very well with the measurements. For both the accumulation and isochronous modes, the differences between the expected and measured tune values were typically 0! 01 to 0! 02, comparable to the precision of the measurement.
For a further validation of the ring optics, closed orbit measurements were performed in the accumulation mode at various frequencies of the RF cavity in the ring, in order to determine the dispersion function. Figure 14 shows an example of the measured horizontal closed orbit difference, proportional to the dispersion, for a change in frequency from 19.089942 MHz to 19.083229 MHz. The agreement with the curve calculated with MAD using the experimental quadrupole currents is quite good. Consequently, we believe that the model gave a good estimate of the momentum compaction factor α c which needs to be smaller than 10$ 4 for the isochronous operation.
Bunch length and isochronicity measurements
As mentioned before, the bunch length is a critical issue for the combination process. The bunches must be kept short in order to limit the variation of the injection kick strength and the transverse extension in the injection region. With the RF deflector injection scheme, simulations have shown that 6! 5 ps rms is the maximum acceptable bunch length for a combination factor five.
Experimentally, the bunch length was first measured at the end of the linac, using a transition radiation screen in conjunction with a streak camera. Taking into account the measurement resolution, a value of the order of 3 ps rms was found. Another method to measure the bunch length at the end of the linac with a higher precision was used to confirm the streak camera measurements. It is based on the relationship between the energy spread and the phase of the accelerating RF wave. Provided the charge is low enough, beam-loading is negligible, and the energy spread for a given bunch length depends on the position of the bunch on the RF cosine wave. During the measurement, the phase between the buncher and the accelerating structures is varied, while the energy spectra are monitored downstream in a spectrometer. Assuming a Gaussian longitudinal profile for the bunches, the expected energy spread can be calculated and compared to the experimental values in order to assess the bunch length. A constant contribution was added in quadrature to the calculated energy spread to take into account several effects influencing the resolution (β -function, uncorrelated energy spread from the buncher, beam jitter). The results are presented in Fig. 15 which shows that the measured energy spread is compatible with the simulations for a bunch length of 2.0 ps rms with a precision of ) 00 4 ps rms. The same measurement was repeated with different charges per bunch (ranging from 00 075 nC to 00 1 nC) and gave similar results, i.e. a bunch length of 2 to 3 ps rms.
The measured values of the bunch length and energy spread were compatible with those obtained with the streak camera measurements in the linac and also with previous measurements made in the LPI complex, where the same bunching system was used [12, 13] . The upper limit for the bunch length at the end of the linac is therefore around 3 ps rms, well below the limit of 60 5 ps rms.
The results of these measurements were used in the simulations presented in section II C and allowed us to determine the level of isochronicity required in the injection line and in the ring.
There was no possibility to measure the bunch length directly in the injection line. So the isochronicity had to be estimated indirectly from dispersion measurements in the line or bunch length measurements in the ring. The isochronic- ity in the ring could be carefully optimized by observing the time structure of the synchrotron light emitted in a bending magnet of the ring with the streak camera. The longitudinal bunch profile broadens quickly for a non-isochronous optics due to the energy spread within the bunch. Figure 16 shows an example of a profile taken at the second turn with the nonisochronous optics compared to a profile taken after 60 turns for a well optimized isochronous optics. As shown in Fig. 17 , the transition from a positive to a negative momentum compaction factor in the isochronous optics is clearly visible on the streak camera images when changing the current in one quadrupole family. Indeed, the non-zero momentum compaction factor introduces a time-momentum correlation in the bunches which depends on the sign of α c .
After careful optimization, the bunch length measured on the streak camera profiles was of the order of 4 ps rms, not changing over several turns and comparable with the one obtained at the end of the linac. Thus, within the resolution limit of the streak camera, no significant bunch lengthening was observed, neither in the injection line nor in the ring, proving that the isochronicity was obtained at the required level for the bunch train combination.
B. Bunch train combination results
A first demonstration of the bunch train combination process, for a combination factor N transverse acceptance and a better transverse beam matching allowed the losses to be reduced right away and it became possible to change the beam orbit in the first turns after injection over a large range. This in turn allowed for the development of a reliable setting-up procedure for the bunch train combination (described in the following) and the losses were rapidly brought to zero. The bunch train combination for N 2 5 was then set-up, and again in this case the efficiency was almost 100%. A combination factor three was also obtained, but was neither optimized nor studied in detail. During the last operation period, the combination performances were studied in more detail, with particular attention to the critical issues of bunch phase and transverse position stability.
Injection with an RF deflector
The first step in the bunch train combination process was to demonstrate the injection process with one RF deflector. This process is analogous to a single-turn injection with a fast kicker. In this scheme, the beam is deflected by the injection septum towards the closed orbit, which is reached at the kicker location. The kicker then compensates the residual kick (of the order of 4 mrad in our case) so that the beam follows the closed orbit. When the kick is provided by an RF deflector, it changes rapidly in time, but all bunches in a train, having the same repetition frequency as the RF in the deflector, arrive with the same phase and experience the same kick.
In CTF3, one of the two deflectors (called first deflector or injection deflector in the following) was installed in the ring injection straight section, after the septum and close to the existing fast kicker. The latter was kept in place, in order to allow for standard single-turn injection.
A single train was produced by the gun and accelerated in the linac. It was injected into the ring using the standard single-turn injection scheme. The fast kicker was then switched off, and the injection deflector was powered. Since the filling time of the RF deflectors is smaller than the revolution period (about 50 ns with respect to 420 ns), a proper choice of the RF pulse length and timing results in a kick at the first passage only. The RF phase was then tuned in order to obtain the maximum deflection (i.e. the bunches arrive at the crest of the RF wave). The kick amplitude and the injection angle provided by the septum could then be adjusted. The latter had indeed to be modified in order to compensate for the small difference in betatron phase advance between the injection deflector and the fast kicker.
After optimization, the injection performances were the same as for the standard single-turn injection. In particular, the beam could be kept circulating in the ring for more than 100 turns with no measurable losses and the residual oscillations around the closed orbit were close to the limit of the beam position monitor resolution (see Fig. 18 ). It should be noted here that the closed orbit itself showed large oscillations. Due to a limited number of orbit correctors (4 horizontal, 2 vertical), the orbit could not be well corrected.
In standard operating conditions, the power required to inject the beam was about 7.2 MW at the structure input. This value is in very good agreement with our expectations.
Bunch train combination setting-up procedure
The bunch train combination process is controlled by five parameters: the amplitudes and phases of the RF field in each of the two RF deflectors and the common RF frequency for the linac and the deflectors. In order to close the time dependent bump, the RF field must have the same amplitude in both deflectors and the same phase when the beam passes. Since the path length in the isochronous ring is constant, the RF frequency must have a precise value for a given combination factor, as expressed in Eq. 1.
A procedure was developed in order to optimize the five parameters. This procedure minimizes the injection error with respect to the closed orbit of the ring and is described in detail in Ref. [14] .
The following procedure describes the bunch train combination for a multiplication factor of four. In this case, it is simplified because the beam arrives after one turn at the zerocrossing of the deflecting field in the second RF deflector and it is therefore not deflected. This procedure is based on the use of only one bunch train in the linac. Once completed, the four trains are sent in the machine for the combination. Initially, one deflector only is used in order to inject the beam on the ring closed orbit. To do so, the RF pulse length and timing are adjusted such that there is no RF power in the second deflector when the beam, after one turn, passes through it.
The five parameters that control the bunch train combination are adjusted as follows:
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The phase in the first deflector is varied while recording the horizontal beam position in a BPM located downstream of the deflecting structure. The horizontal position of the beam describes a cosine curve corresponding to the RF field in the structure, and the phase corresponding to the crest can easily be identified.
The kick amplitude in the first deflector is varied until the beam passes in the ring beam position monitors at the same positions as for the closed orbit. The closed orbit is calculated from an average over ten successive turns to average out betatron oscillations. Figure 18 shows the mean trajectory which defines the closed orbit and the trajectory at the first turn when using the RF deflector for injection.
The RF frequency is adjusted by looking at the second turn in the ring with only the first deflector in operation (i.e. with a maximum attenuation in the RF network branch feeding the second deflector). After one turn, for a combination factor four, the bunches must arrive in the deflector at the zero-crossing of the RF field, so that they are not deflected. The frequency of the whole complex is therefore tuned so that the second turn trajectory is the same as for the first turn.
In the case of a multiplication factor of four, after one turn in the ring, the injected bunches must also arrive in the second RF deflector at the zero-crossing of the RF field. The attenuation is thus set to its minimum value so that the second RF deflecting structure is fed by the maximum available power. The phase in the second deflector is then varied until the beam does not experience any deflection at the second turn and therefore follows the closed orbit. A difference in the kick amplitudes of the two deflectors is not important at this stage. On the contrary, having the maximum available power in the second deflector enhances the sensitivity to the phase.
After two turns in the ring, the bunches arrive in the deflectors at the crest of the RF wave, with the opposite kick compared to the injection. At this point, they are deflected by the second deflector away from the septum and the injection deflector must close the bump. The amplitude in the second deflector is varied until the beam follows the closed orbit in the ring (outside the injection region) during the third turn, after the bump.
It must be noted that one or two iterations of the procedure were often necessary to achieve the best optimization since, for instance, tuning the frequency of the complex can induce small changes in the RF phase of the klystron, which then needs to be optimized again. Once this procedure is completed, it is possible to inject four pulses in the ring, as required for the combination.
Bunch train combination efficiency
The combination factor four was obtained with a frequency f 4 4 25 998 585 GHz. After the optimization, the bunch train combination showed a 100% efficiency. The charge multiplication could be observed on the intensity signal of beam position monitors in the ring. Figure 19 shows that the charge increases each time a new train of bunches is combined with those already circulating in the ring. The increase is not exactly linear due to pulse-to-pulse variations of the beam current delivered by the thermionic gun.
The evolution of the time structure of the electron pulse was observed with the streak camera. Figures 20 and 21 show typical images and their corresponding intensity profiles. Also in this case, the bunch-to-bunch variations shown in the intensity profiles are due to variations in the charge and the longitudinal profile of the pulses, already present in the linac. For a combination factor five, the frequency was changed according to Eq. 1 and further optimized experimentally to f 5 6 27 998 715 GHz. Again, a 100% combination efficiency was obtained. Figure 22 shows an example of an intensity profile of the combined bunch trains.
Bunch train combination performances
The bunch train combination performance was further studied in order to assess the limitations of the process for highfrequency RF power production in the following phases of the CTF3 project. The most relevant parameter for RF power production is the bunch length. Within the resolution limit of the streak camera, no bunch lengthening was observed (see section III A 5). In order to obtain a good flat-top in the RF pulse produced by a drive beam, the current along the combined pulse must be constant. As discussed previously, this was not the case in the CTF3 Preliminary Phase, but the origin of bunch-to-bunch charge variations was tracked back to the gun current and timing jitter. In the following phases of CTF3, a new gun will be used, with longer pulses and designed for a much more stable current.
Other important effects that can spoil the power production efficiency are:
A Bunch-to-bunch variations in transverse position. The aim of the combination process is to put the pulses onto the same orbit. Variations in transverse position are equivalent to an effective emittance growth. They can complicate the transport of the beam after extraction from the ring and give rise to transverse instabilities.
A Bunch-to-bunch distance variations. The distance between consecutive bunches after combination must be constant and equal to the RF wavelength to be produced (or an integer multiple). Variations will cause a loss of efficiency.
These variations were studied with the streak camera analysing the synchrotron radiation emitted in the ring.
Bunch-to-bunch variations in transverse position were observed in the streak camera images, especially before having established a reliable setting-up procedure for the combination process. In all cases, bunches belonging to the same train have strongly correlated positions. This is visible, e.g., in Fig. 23 , which shows a streak camera image of the beam after combination (factor five), observed at a location where the dispersion function is maximum (
The presence of train-to-train energy variations, caused by phase and amplitude fluctuations along the RF pulse was identified as the main cause since the largest oscillations were observed at the observation point with the largest dispersion. The energy difference gives rise to a position difference because of the nonzero dispersion. For large dispersion, the horizontal beam size is dominated by the energy spread, and it can be seen from Fig. 23 that the train-to-train energy difference is smaller than the single bunch energy spread. This kind of variation vanishes in regions with zero dispersion and does not correspond to an increase in transverse emittance.
Another source of fluctuations was injection errors, in position or in angle. The injected bunches oscillate around the closed orbit and their position at the observation point then varies from turn to turn. Since different trains reach the observation point after a different number of turns, their bunch position appears to be different on the streak camera image. This phenomenon can be observed even at a point in the machine where D x F 0 and is indeed equivalent to a growth of the overall transverse emittance. However, these oscillations were strongly reduced when the setting-up procedure was systematically applied, which implies a minimization of turn-to-turn orbit differences. The residual oscillations were then typically only a fraction of the rms beam size.
Initially, the main concern was caused by the observed variations in bunch spacing. Figure 24 shows a streak camera image of a bunch combination with a factor five observed during the fifth turn. The bunch spacing, which should be 67 ps, is clearly not constant at that point. This image was taken before the injection optimization; also in this case the effect was significantly reduced afterwards.
Since the precision of the bunch spacing after the bunch combination is a crucial issue for the CLIC drive beam scheme, a specific experiment was carried out to measure the bunch spacing variations and compare them with the expectations from the model of the ring. Two bunch trains were injected and combined in the ring, and the bunch spacing was observed turn after turn, from the second turn to the fifth turn. This was first done with an optimized injection. Then, the current in the septum magnet was changed slightly in order to cause an injection mis-steering. Figure 25 shows two streak camera images of the bunches observed during the second and the third turn in the case of an injection mis-steering. The bunch spacing indeed varies from 50 ps at the second turn to 85 ps at the third turn, whereas it should be constant and equal to 67 ps for a combination factor five.
The bunch-to-bunch distance variations were therefore linked to injection errors. An explanation of this effect is given below. The distance between the bunches is closely re- lated to the isochronicity of the ring. Although the isochronicity condition simplifies to a zero momentum compaction α c in the case of achromatic lattices and high-energy electrons, the most general condition for which the time of flight variation between particles vanishes is given by:
where C Indeed, some of our observation points had a non-zero dispersion. During the first combination experiments, the injection process was not optimized, resulting in bunch oscillations around the closed orbit. The orbits were therefore different turn after turn, which implied different conditions x 0 and xS 0 at the observation point for each turn. According to Eq. (3) with non-zero integrals, the orbit variations were then transformed into variations in time of flight for the particles of the bunches. This delay in the time of flight was visible in the streak camera during the combination, for which subsequent bunches travel a different number of turns. Figure 26 shows a comparison between the measurements and the model predictions for the bunch spacing observed at two different observation points for large injection errors. For each turn, 15 streak camera images were recorded, and the error bars on the measured bunch spacing show the extreme measured values.
The solid curves are obtained when using the ring transfer matrix given by the model and by using the initial conditions x 0 and xS 0 as free parameters to fit the measurements in one of the observation points. For the same initial conditions (x 0 U 0`8 mm, xS 0 U 0`6 mrad), the model predicts exactly the bunch spacing measured at the second location, showing that the mechanism leading to the variable spacing is well understood. Figure 27 shows a comparison between the measurements and the model predictions for the bunch spacing at one point as a function of the number of turns in the case of small and large injection errors. The fit parameters are x 0 U T 0`2 mm, xa 0 b 0c 2 mrad in the case of the optimized injection. Both cases show a very good agreement between the model and the measurements. In addition, the optimized case shows that it is possible to reduce the variations to very low levels (2 ps peakto-peak, within the measurement resolution) by minimising the injection errors.
This study shows that the variations of the bunch spacing observed on the streak camera images after the combination are understood and explained by the non-achromatic lattice at the streak camera observation point. By definition, this effect is dependent on the observation point. In the injection (or extraction) region of the ring, where the achromatic condition is true, the correct bunch spacing is restored in first order, and the effect vanishes. In addition, it has been experimentally demonstrated that this effect can be well controlled already at an observation point with a non-achromatic lattice. Therefore, the variations should be even smaller for the the extracted beam, so that this effect does not deteriorate RF power production at all.
Measurements with a bunch frequency monitor
An alternative method, based on beam frequency spectrum analysis, was used to monitor the frequency multiplication [15] . A coaxial pick-up and its read-out electronics were designed and mounted in the CTF3 combiner ring in order to allow comparison of the amplitudes of five harmonics of the fundamental beam frequency (3 GHz) while combining the bunch trains.
The signal from this pick-up was transported to the read-out electronics, amplified and split into five channels with bandpass filters to select the harmonic of interest (9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 GHz). Each channel was rectified by a diode used in the square law region to produce the envelope of the RF signal and analyzed with an oscilloscope.
Before making measurements with beam, a calibration was performed to check the frequency response of the read-out electronics and to measure its amplitude response at each frequency of interest. It turned out that the amplitude of the output signal was strongly dependent on the length of the RF pulse at the input of the read-out electronics. In particular, for an RF pulse of a few ns (the length of a bunch train in the CTF3 Preliminary Phase), the read-out electronics did not reach a steady state and the peak amplitude of the output signal was thus smaller than in the case of a long input RF pulse. Amplitude fluctuations in the measurements could thus be expected due to the uncertainties on the shape and the length of the bunch trains in the ring.
The commissioning of this bunch frequency monitor with beam was a successful proof of principle. When combining five bunch trains, a clear increase of the 15 GHz signal was observed, see the left-hand side plot of Fig. 28 , while other harmonics disappear. At the end of the bunch frequency multiplication process, most of the power is found in the 15 GHz harmonic, as shown in right-hand side plot of Fig. 28 . Similar results were also obtained for a bunch frequency multiplication with a factor four, see Fig. 29 . However, a few limitations were also identified during the commissioning of the bunch frequency monitor. In particular, some signal was received by channels at frequencies other than 15 or 12 GHz after the bunch frequency multiplication, with a pattern that is not consistent with a systematic phase error at injection. Also, a few discrepancies were found between the expected and measured signal amplitudes during the bunch train combination. This is probably due to the short length of the bunch trains and to the fact that the longitudinal overlap between the bunch trains is not perfect. Indeed, a time domain analysis of the signal coming from the pick-up showed that the bunch frequency multiplication mainly occurs in the core of the final pulse and not at the edges, because of the pulse-to-pulse variations in length, see Fig. 30 . Another reason for these discrepancies may be the presence of parasitic waveguide modes, which can be excited along the beam path and propagate together with the bunch train. Depending on their phase, they can induce either an increase or a decrease of the output signal amplitude. These parasitic modes could also clearly be seen in the time domain measurements. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The CTF3 Preliminary Phase has successfully demonstrated the electron beam combination with a multiplication of the bunch repetition frequency and the beam current. It validated the principle of injecting and combining several bunch trains in an isochronous ring using RF deflectors.
After initial commissioning of the installation, optics measurements were performed in the different parts of CTF3 and showed, in general, a good agreement with the expected performance. In particular, streak camera measurements showed that the bunch length could be kept constant over several turns in the isochronous ring and that it was comparable to the one measured at the end of the linac (in the range of 3 ps rms). This proved the isochronicity of both ring and injection line, as required for the bunch train combination. Trains of 6 ns length with a bunch charge of about 0.1 nC were successfully combined with multiplication factors up to 5, and studied in detail for factors 4 and 5. A procedure was then developed to optimize the combination performance, and a combination without measurable losses was established. This procedure minimized simultaneously bunch-to-bunch variations in distance and transverse position, which are well understood and explained. In addition, an alternative instrumentation, based on beam frequency spectrum analysis, was successfully commissioned for monitoring the combination process.
This proof of principle experiment constitutes a crucial step in the CLIC study. In the next stage of CTF3 [16] , the bunch train combination will have to be proven at higher bunch charge (2.3 nC) and with longer pulses (140 ns), as required for CLIC.
